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We investigate simplified models in which dark matter particles, taken to be either Dirac or
Majorana fermions, couple to quarks via colored mediators. We determine bounds from colliders
and direct detection experiments, and show how the interplay of the two leads to a complementary
view of this class of dark matter models. Forecasts for future searches in light of the current
constraints are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The largest mass component of the universe is a long-
standing mystery to the physics community. Dark Mat-
ter has been probed using particle colliders, direct de-
tection experiments, and indirect detection in telescopes.
Despite these intensive searches it has proven elusive. It
is clear we must be thorough and creative as we continue
the important mission to search for it.
From a particle physics perspective, it is essential to
have a theoretical description of dark matter. Such a de-
scription allows one to contrast various searches [1], and
fit the dark matter into the broader context of the Stan-
dard Model (SM). There are two common approaches
to dark matter model building. The first is to find a
complete theory (which typically addresses some other
problem such as the gauge hierarchy), and also contains
a potential dark matter candidate. The prototypical ex-
ample of this approach is the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM). One can work with the com-
plete theory with every detail included. Often there are
many free parameters, which on the one hand leads to
a rich range of phenomena, but on the other makes it
difficult to draw general conclusions (see, e.g. [2]). An
alternative is to look at Simplified models [3] where only
the particles and parameters most relevant to the search
are included. The simplified model can be understood
as a phenomenological sketch of a complete model; for
example, in the MSSM this might include only looking
at the two lightest supersymmetric particles.
The most model-independent theory of dark matter is
to adopt an Effective Field Theory (EFT) which includes
only the SM plus the dark matter itself as states in the
theory. This approach has led to a fruitful program, in
which one enumerates the possible operators describing
dark matter interaction and places bounds on each of
them (or in combination) from the null results of col-
lider [4] and/or astro-particle [5] searches. This method’s
greatest power is that it is very generic. However it suf-
fers from its UV incompleteness and breaks down at ener-
gies comparable to the mass of the underlying mediator
particle, which can call its applicability into question,
particularly at high energy colliders.
The strategy which we employ in this paper attempts
to mediate these issues. A UV complete theory can be
formed which is not necessarily a simplification of a par-
ticular complete theory, but instead captures features of
classes of models. The Simplified models we construct
are broad enough to capture features of a certain class of
models, while remaining valid at higher energies. Thus,
it facilitates relating processes at varying energies, in par-
ticular results from collider and direct detection exper-
iments. Specifically, we will examine models involving
fermionic dark matter and scalar mediators. For other
constructions in similar directions, see Refs. [6].
II. SIMPLIFIED MODELS
Our simplified models contain a fermionic dark matter
particle denoted by χ, which is a SM singlet and can be
either a Dirac or a Majorana fermion. In addition, our
theory contains scalar mediator particles which interact
with the dark matter and SM quarks. Given our choice
of dark matter which is a SM singlet, this leads to three
choices for gauge representations of the mediators under
the SM (SU(3), SU(2))Y :
(3, 1)2/3, (3, 1)−1/3, (3, 2)−1/6. (1)
We refer to these three choices as the uR model (with
mediators labeled as u˜), the dR model (with mediators d˜),
and the qL model (with mediators q˜). For each model, the
Lagangrian density consists of kinetic terms for χ and the
scalar mediators (including their gauge interactions), and
a trilinear interaction between χ, the scalar mediator,
and the corresponding SM quark. For example, in the
uR model with Dirac DM the Lagrangian density is:
L = iχ¯/∂χ−Mχχ¯χ+ (Dµu˜)∗(Dµu˜)−M2u˜u˜∗u˜
+(g
DM
u˜∗χ¯PRu+ h.c.)
(2)
where,
Dµ ≡ ∂µ − igsGaµT a − i
2
3
eAµ, (3)
u ≡
uc
t
 , u˜ ≡
u˜c˜
t˜
 , (4)
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2such that Dµ defines the appropriate covariant derivative
for the scalars, u is the flavor vector of up-type quarks,
and u˜ a flavor vector of scalars. Similar actions may be
simply written down for the dR and qL models, and the
kinetic terms for χ may be appropriately modified for the
Majorana cases.
Each of our models is constructed with three scalar me-
diators, in order to implement Minimal Flavor Violation
(MFV) [7], with the mediators transforming as triplets
under the appropriate factors of the flavor group. This
insures that in moving from the gauge to mass basis, the
deviations from flavor-universality will be proportional to
SM Yukawa interactions, and thus small for the first two
generations. In particular, this implies that the leading
term (in an expansion in the SM Yukawa matrices Y u
and Y d) gDM will be equal for all flavors, and that the
masses M2u˜ will be degenerate. We can further rephase
χ such that gDM is a real parameter.
While we will not move beyond these leading terms in
our analysis, one can easily determine the next terms one
would find (continuing to illustrate with the uR model):
LFV =
(
δg
DM
u˜∗Y u†Y uχ¯PRu+ h.c.
)
+ δm2 u˜∗Y u†Y uu˜+O(Y 4) . (5)
The effect of non-zero δg
DM
and/or δm2 would be to split
apart the couplings and masses of the third generation
mediators apart from the still largely degenerate first and
second generations. We defer consideration of non-zero
δg
DM
and δm2 to future work.
III. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
III.1. Collider Bounds
We derive bounds from CMS results which studied the
simplfied model T2 [8], which assumes that the domi-
nant production mode produces two squark-like objects
each of which subsequently decays into a jet and a neu-
tralino. They place an upper limit on the production
cross section of that process as a function of the masses
of the squark and neutralino. For our corresponding pro-
cess, two scalars are produced and, similarly, each decay
into a jet and dark matter particle. The CMS study was
conducted at
√
s = 8 TeV with 11.7 fb−1 of data. The se-
lection for this study requires 2-4 jets with pT > 50 GeV
and |η| < 3.0, where the two most energetic jets have
pT > 100 GeV and |η| < 2.5. Events with an isolated
electron or muon with pT > 10 GeV and events with an
isolated photon with pT > 25 GeV are vetoed. Events
are also required to have HT > 275 GeV and αT > 0.55.
See [8] for more detailed information.
We simulate production cross sections (including the
decays) with used MadGraph 1.5.9 [9] with model files
implemented in FeynRules 1.7 [10]. We simulate at√
s = 8 TeV and using the CTEQ6L pdf set. We have
verified that we can reproduce the CMS limits for QCD
production of light squarks, up to the fact that CMS
uses NLO cross sections from Prospino [11] whereas we
use leading order cross sections. To convert cross sec-
tion limits into limits on our parameter, g
DM
, we use a
bisection method, choosing the interval g
DM
= 0 to 4pi.
Larger values correspond to non-perturbative coupling,
which would call into question the validity of the simpli-
fied model as an effective field theory.
We leave for future work consideration of other pro-
cesses, such as the mono-jet process, pp → χχj and
associated production such as pp → χu˜. These pro-
cesses lead to a distinct signature and may help fill in the
regime where the dark matter and the mediator are quasi-
degenerate in mass, but otherwise tend to provide weaker
bounds than mediator pair production for g
DM
. gs. It
would be worthwhile to include these processes in a full
collider analysis. In addition, the qL model could lead
to leptonic signals due to transitions between the u˜ and
d˜ states resulting in W bosons, once one includes the
mass splitting effects from the terms analogous to Equa-
tion (5).
The derived limits are shown for all three Dirac mod-
els in Figure 1 and for the Majorana models in Figure 2.
In both figures, the white regions correspond to regions
not considered by CMS, because the mediator and dark
matter are too degenerate in mass to efficiently pass the
analysis cuts (and in addition, much of this parameter
space is theoretically inaccessible because the scalar me-
diators are lighter than the χ), whereas the black regions
are simply excluded by the CMS bounds for all values of
g
DM
. The excluded regions are largely similar for both the
Majorana and Dirac cases, where the limit is driven by
gluon fusion into a scalar mediator and its anti-particle.
However, in some regions the bounds are stronger for Ma-
jorana dark matter, which has the additional production
process of two scalar mediators from a qq initial state by
exchanging the Majorana χ in the t-channel.
III.2. Direct Detection Bounds
Elastic scattering of χ involves momentum transfers
far below any mediator mass of interest, and the con-
tributions to spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent
(SD) scattering are most easily extracted by computing
the contact interaction between two χ’s and two quarks.
Using the uR model as an example, the matrix element
for χu→ χu is:
M = (−ig
DM
)2(χ¯PRu)
i
p2 −M2u˜
(u¯PLχ) (6)
≈ (−ig
DM
)2(χ¯PRu)
−i
M2u˜ −M2χ
(u¯PLχ) (7)
Where in the second line we take the limit of small mo-
mentum transfer. Applying a generalized Fierz transfor-
3(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 1: Bounds on the the coupling g
DM
for each of the
three simplified models with Dirac Dark Matter, from
the CMS collider bounds. (a) is the uR model, (b) the
dR model, and (c) is the qL model.
mation [12] yields,
M = ig
2
DM
M2u˜ −M2χ
1
2
(χ¯γµPLχ)(u¯γµPRu) (8)
=
ig2
DM
M2u˜ −M2χ
1
8
[(χ¯γµχ)(u¯γµu)− (χ¯γµγ5χ)(u¯γµγ5u)
+(χ¯γµγ5χ)(u¯γµu)− (χ¯γµχ)(u¯γµγ5u)]
(9)
≈ ig
2
DM
M2u˜ −M2χ
1
8
[(χ¯γµχ)(u¯γµu)− (χ¯γµγ5χ)(u¯γµγ5u)]
(10)
where (as discussed in, e.g. [13]) we have dropped terms
suppressed by the dark matter velocity. The two remain-
ing terms result in spin-independent and spin-dependent
scattering, respectively. In the uR model, this results in
cross sections for SI and SD scattering with a nucleon:
σuRSI =
1
64pi
M2NM
2
χ
(MN +Mχ)2
g4
DM
(M2u˜ −M2χ)2
(
1 +
Z
A
)2
(11)
σuRSD =
3
64pi
M2NM
2
χ
(MN +Mχ)2
g4
DM
(M2u˜ −M2χ)2
(∆uN )2 (12)
where Z, A, and N = p, n specifies the nucleon of interest
and the structure functions ∆uN can be found, for exam-
ple, in Refs. [13, 14]. Note that this theory has different
SI cross sections for protons and neutrons.
A similar calculation for the dR and qL Dirac models
yields:
σdRSI =
1
64pi
M2NM
2
χ
(MN +Mχ)2
g4
DM
(M2
d˜
−M2χ)2
(
2− Z
A
)2
(13)
σdRSD =
3
64pi
M2NM
2
χ
(MN +Mχ)2
g4
DM
(M2
d˜
−M2χ)2
(∆dN + ∆sN )2
(14)
σqLSI =
9
64pi
M2NM
2
χ
(MN +Mχ)2
g4
DM
(M2q˜ −M2χ)2
(15)
σqLSD =
3
64pi
M2NM
2
χ
(MN +Mχ)2
g4
DM
(M2q˜ −M2χ)2
(∆uN + ∆dN + ∆sN )2
(16)
And likewise the cross sections for Majorana DM are also
computed for each model:
σuRSD =
3
16pi
M2NM
2
χ
(MN +Mχ)2
g4
DM
(M2
d˜
−M2χ)2
(∆uN )2 (17)
σdRSD =
3
16pi
M2NM
2
χ
(MN +Mχ)2
g4
DM
(M2
d˜
−M2χ)2
(∆dN + ∆sN )2
(18)
σqLSD =
3
16pi
M2NM
2
χ
(MN +Mχ)2
g4
DM
(M2
d˜
−M2χ)2
(∆uN + ∆dN + ∆sN )2
(19)
4Note that since a Majorana fermion has a vanishing vec-
tor bilinear, there are only spin-dependent cross-sections
for the Majorana DM cases1.
For Dirac dark matter, this class of simplified models
results in roughly comparable spin-independent and de-
pendent cross sections. Since the SI bounds at a given
dark matter mass are currently much lower than the cor-
responding SD ones, they dominate the constraints. We
translate the limits from XENON100 [15] and XENON10
[16] into bounds on g
DM
at every point in the plane of the
dark matter and mediator masses. For Majorana dark
matter, the dominant constraint is from the SD interac-
tion, with the best experimental limits for neutrons and
protons arising from XENON100 [17] and PICASSO [18],
respectively. It turned out in all cases that the PICASSO
limit was weaker than the CMS limit corresponding to
that point of parameter space.
Applying these limits, the results for Dirac dark mat-
ter are shown in Figure 3 (with a zoomed in view of the
small dark matter mass region in Figure 4 from Xenon10
limits), and for Majorana dark matter in 5. In these
plots, the white regions indicate theoretically inaccessi-
ble regions with colored mediators lighter than the dark
matter itself. For large Mχ, the XENON limits are slowly
varying and nearly linear. In this regime, the elastic scat-
tering cross section is approximately independent of Mχ
and we observe the expected behavior where the curves
of constant g
DM
go like (M2χ − M2q˜ )−2, similar to the
dependence of the direct detection cross section on the
two masses. For Mχ . 10 GeV, the limit on gDM from
XENON weakens very rapidly as the experiments ap-
proach their threshold for observable scattering. In turn,
this allows g
DM
to be much larger as Mχ decreases. This
feature is illustrated in 4 where we have zoomed into a
much smaller scale of Mχ to more clearly show the be-
havior in this regime.
IV. RESULTS
We determine combined limits by first applying the
CMS bounds, and overlaying those from direct detection,
replacing the existing limit on g
DM
only when the direct
detection limit is stronger than the collider one. The re-
sulting limits are shown in Figure 6 for Dirac dark matter,
and in Figure 7 for Majorana dark matter. Generically,
the most tightly bounded case is the qL model, due to
its larger number of colored states which can either be
produced at the collider or mediate elastic scattering.
However, the contribution to the SD elastic scattering
in the Majorana model exhibits destructive interference
between up-quarks and down-quarks, which allows for
weaker constraints in that case.
1 It would be interesting to compute the induced SI cross section
at one-loop for this class of simplified model.
These results illustrate an important complementarity
between experimental probes of dark matter. In addition
to the well-known cases where colliders dominate direct
detection bounds for very light dark matter and/or dark
matter with predominantly spin-dependent interactions,
we also see a different kind of complementarity. Because
colliders can access the mediators directly through QCD
production, they can rule out cases where the mediator
mass is light enough. Instead, direct detection cannot
rule out a model, but generically places the strongest
limits on g
DM
for Dirac dark matter which has SI in-
teractions. For the Majorana cases, the SD limits are
typically weak enough so as to be subdominant to the
collider bounds, except for very degenerate spectra.
IV.1. Forecasts for Future Experiments
Based on the combined bounds of Figures 6 and 7, we
can make forecasts for what other types of experiments
might hope to see in this class of simplified model. For
example, for the Dirac dark matter, there SD interac-
tions which correspond to the maximum values of g
DM
at each mass point. In Figures 8 and 9, we show the
maximum allowed spin-dependent cross section on neu-
trons and protons (respectively), given the constraints
from colliders and XENON. Based on these results, the
outlook for SD searches is such that large improvements
over the current generations of experiments will be nec-
essary if a Dirac simplified model of the type considered
here accurately represents the low energy physics of dark
matter. In contrast, the forecast for SD searches for Ma-
jorana dark matter, shown in Figures 10 and 11, show
that there is hope in the near-future for these searches to
make a discovery.
Another very important observable is the annihilation
cross section. We compute the thermally averaged anni-
hilation cross section to all possible quark pairs 〈σv〉 at
the time of freeze-out using micrOMEGAS [19] and the
results are shown in Figures 12 and 13. These figures in-
dicate that for this class of simplified model, the bounds
from colliders and direct detection are already strong
enough that additional annihilation channels would be
required to allow for the dark matter to be a thermal
relic with a standard cosmology if it is Dirac. Instead, if
it is Majorana, there are accessible regions where it could
be a standard thermal relic.
V. OUTLOOK
We have considered simplified models where the dark
matter is either a Dirac or Majorana fermion, and in-
teracts with a quark as well as a colored mediator. We
found that the demands of gauge invariance suggest that
when the dark matter is an electroweak singlet, only three
classes of mediator are possible. Minimal flavor violation
further suggests that the couplings and masses of the me-
5diators are flavor-universal, with some freedom with re-
spect to the third generation that we chose not to explore
here. It is worth emphasizing that we have been pushed
toward a simplified model that essentially already ex-
isted to interpret searches for squark-like states. We have
found that by trading the LHC production cross section
as one of its defining parameters for the strength of the
coupling of the dark matter to a quark and a scalar me-
diator, we arrive at a full effective field theory with the
same number of parameters, but capable of describing
the physics of dark matter even outside of the context of
colliders.
We have derived the bounds from collider searches
and elastic scattering of the dark matter from nuclei via
either spin-independent or spin-dependent interactions.
We find that the two probes are complementary to one
another, and provide different kinds of information. The
summarized bounds for Dirac and Majorana dark matter
are shown in Figures 6 and 7, which represent our best
knowledge to date of such constructions. These simpli-
fied models are potentially UV-complete sketches of dark
matter, and can realistically capture some of its most im-
portant features. If a robust detection of dark matter lies
in the near future, the first step to establishing it as dark
matter and putting it into the context of particle physics
will be to explore these models and their close cousins,
to determine which ones seem to most accurately explain
the experimental data. Ultimately, the hope is to con-
nect with a complete theory of dark matter which will
extend the SM into a more fundamental theory.
NOTE ADDED
In the final stages of preparing this work, Refs. [20–
22] appeared, which have a substantial overlap with the
ideas presented here, though assumptions and presenta-
tion have small variations.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 2: Bounds on the the coupling g
DM
for all three
models with Majorana Dark Matter, from the CMS
collider bounds.
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FIG. 3: Bounds on the the coupling g
DM
for all three
models with Dirac Dark Matter, from the
spin-independent XENON100 Limits.
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FIG. 4: Dirac Dark Matter bounds on g
DM
from the
spin-indepedent XENON10 Limits.
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FIG. 5: Bounds on g
DM
from neutron-WIMP
spin-dependent XENON100 Limits on Majorana Dark
Matter.
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FIG. 6: The combined lowest bounds on g
DM
from CMS,
XENON100, and XENON10 for Dirac Dark Matter.
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FIG. 7: The combined lowest limit on g
DM
from CMS
and XENON100 for Majorana Dark Matter.
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FIG. 8: The predicted maximum spin-dependent
neutron-DM cross section from the combined Collider
and Direct Detection bounds for Dirac Dark Matter.
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FIG. 9: The predicted maximum spin-dependent
proton-DM cross section from the combined Collider
and Direct Detection bounds for Dirac Dark Matter
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FIG. 10: The predicted maximum spin-dependent
neutron-DM cross section from the combined Collider
and Direct Detection bounds for Majorana Dark Matter
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FIG. 11: The predicted maximum spin-dependent
proton-DM cross section from the combined Collider
and Direct Detection bounds for Majorana Dark Matter
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FIG. 12: The predicted maximum annihilation cross
section from the combined Collider and Direct
Detection bounds for Dirac Dark Matter
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FIG. 13: The predicted maximum annihilation cross
section from the combined Collider and Direct
Detection bounds for Majorana Dark Matter
